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From AC
Our new Service Level
Agreements are ready
We intend rolling these out over the
next reporting quarter and intend
on sending out the SLA prior to
the next arranged meeting between
us and the signed document being
collected at that meeting.
The agreement has been drafted to
cater for a number of additional (i.e. over and above FAIS & FICA) monitoring services
that we will be available, namely:
Short Term Insurance Act, Sections:
4(4) Special provisions concerning Registrar and his or her powers (Directives
excluding Directive 159 A.i dealt with under appendix D)
7.

Registration

8.

Prohibition on use of certain words, or performance of certain acts, by certain
persons

9.

Application for Registration Operational ability and Fit and proper)

10.

Conditions of Registration

16.
17.

Financial year and name

18.
19.

Auditors Appointment

19A. Appointment of a Statutory Actuary
21.
22. Audit Committee
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28.

Maintenance of Financially Sound Condition

35.

Failure to Submit Returns to Registrar

44.

Prohibition on Inducements

45.

Collection of Premiums by Intermediaries

46.

Receipt for Premiums paid in Cash

55.

Protection of policyholders

STIA Sections (Binders and Outsourcing) , and
Professional Body (SAIA/SAUMA/FIA) Codes of Conduct.
The SLA also includes the standards that deal with irregularity reporting. These standards were formally released by the FSB via Circular 3 of 2013 and detailed later in this
newsletter.

AC contact details
We sent you all a circular earlier in April to remind you that
our contact details needed to be updated on your disclosure
document – for those who have yet to do so please make arrangements as soon as you can.

Juristic representatives
We mentioned last month we were attending a workshop on this subject however we
were unable to. We will obtain a summary of the key points and provided feedback next
month.

AC personal fax numbers
Now up and running to allow the submission of faxes to our respective PC’s
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anke@associatedcompliance.co.za

0865528618

bryan@associatedcompliance.co.za

0865528619

chenj@associatedcompliance.co.za

0865528624

craig@associatedcompliance.co.za

0865528628

faeeza@associatedcompliance.co.za

0865528633

john@associatedcompliance.co.za

0865528634

juanette@associatedcompliance.co.za

0865528639

kele@associatedcompliance.co.za

0865528643

kim@associatedcompliance.co.za

0865528655

lindiwe@associatedcompliance.co.za

0865528662

maetheng@associatedcompliance.co.za

0865528671

natalie@associatedcompliance.co.za

0865528674

peter@associatedcompliance.co.za

0865528676

pranisha@associatedcompliance.co.za

0865528683

rob@associatedcompliance.co.za

0865528684

veronica@associatedcompliance.co.za

0865528685

willem@associatedcompliance.co.za

0865528686

willemjnr@associatedcompliance.co.za

0865528688

Protection of Personal Information Bill
This seems to be getting closer given the moves in Parliament on this Bill’s big broker
the Protection of State Information. We also noted that the council for medical schemes
had asked all its members for comment on the Bill, although the deadline for that has
now passed.

SAUMA conference
Their next conference is on 17 May and we will have a delegate there and will report
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A conference we will not be attending is the Institute of Loss Adjusters on 23 May but
conference has the following:
18 CPD points for ILA members and 6 IISA CPD hours

Once we get the FSB’s version here CPD notes will start to read like disclaimers on FSP
adverts.

The UMA and its FAIS licence – is there a future together?
It seems that the debate on this topic is starting to take some shape. SAIA and SAUMA
are talking on whether they should have a joint submission to the FSB on the matter.
Insurers are starting to engage with their UMA partners (or should be) on their views as
part of the development of this submission.
There are three options:
1.

Business as usual within FAIS. We doubt this will continue – other regulatory
changes e.g. TCF and binders push the UMA further away from FAIS which is
intended for consumer protection and not for an agent of the insurer in the way
acts.

2.

Making the UMA a juristic representative of their insurer partner. There is some
support for this option but given that a UMA cannot transact with the client what
would this achieve given the insurer’s FAIS licence is (or should be) there to
cater for its direct client base protection?

3.

Dropping FAIS altogether and allow for the Short or Long-term acts along with
TCF to regulate. This is likely to be the route followed in our opinion but there
is one key aspect that needs to be pulled across from the FAIS regime and that is
the Fit & Proper standards. We already see gaps when a person leaves an insurer

experience in the industry as a whole. To pull UMAs out and leave education
standards behind would further polarise the staff into either broker or insurer
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From the FSB
RE Exemptions
The FSB issued Board Notice 65 of 2013 along with an explanatory notice late in April
and was the subject of a special notice we sent to all clients. It dealt with the situation
where FSPs, Key Individuals or representatives had applied for an exemption from the
creating uncertainty for the said FSP, Key Individual or Representative as to whether
they can continue to operate in
their respective roles.
The BN would allow that where
an application had been submitted the FSP, Key Individual or
Representative could continue
to operate until such time as the
FSB formally respond to the
application request. There were
however some provisos to this,
namely that the applicant for
exemption must have:
a. Written the relevant regulatory examination at least
once before 30 June 2012,
b. Submitted, on or before
30 April 2013, to the Registrar an application for exemption, and
c. Paid the prescribed fee or have applied for exemption from having to pay the prescribed fee.
This effectively allowed those affected by their failure of their RE exams to submit an
application at the last minute given that the deadline for submission was 30 April – less
than a week after the BN had been issued. A number of our clients chose to submit an
application at a cost of R5, 700; although it was far from clear what reasons would be
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seen to be acceptable to the FSB in approving such an application nor whether approval
would be an extension in time or total exemption.
Let’s see what the outcome is.

The balance of KIs & Reps that failed to achieve their RE – what next?
Where we were aware that an individual had not met the 31 March deadline we have
removed Reps from the registers and where the person is a KI and missed their RE1 we
have advised the FSB. In each case we have communicated with the FSP concerned. If
you have not heard from us it is vital that you contact us to ensure that the required corrective action has been taken by us.
What the FSP has to do is ensure that the individuals concerned no longer act in their
Key Individual and/or Representative roles. We will be obliged to check on the activities
of those affected at upcoming monitoring visits.
All discussions with the affected staff must be done in accordance general employment
legislation and your own human resource policies.
Obviously all those that want/need to get back to their former role must continue to sit
the exams until they are successful at which point they can be added back to the register
if they are representatives. If Key Individual status is needed a new application will need
to be made to the FSB which entails all the previous paperwork and payment of the fee
of R??

If you have been successful?
then you await the “re launch” of the CPD requirement. The problem is that we have no
indication as yet as to how long that wait will be. The REs are being looked at we are
year but we have heard nothing as yet. Watch this space but don’t lose too much sleep
over it just yet.
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Let us not forget those Reps recently employed and working under
supervision.
There has been confusion in the past over the actual time frames allowed. Initially it
was 2 years from date of appointment and then it was amended to fall in line with the
deadline stated in the supervision regulations, which was 31 December of the second
year following appointment so effectively a rep would only have two years if appointed
on 1 January – any appointments later in the year would get you the balance of that year
plus two full years. The FSB had promised to amend the dates to a strict two years in a
planned amendment to the Fit & Proper standards in December 2012 – but this is still
awaited. We hope the 31 December rule continues to apply as it will be much easier to
manage one deadline a year and not 12. For now work on the 31 December of year two
rule as any change should not be applied retrospectively.

The cost of failing to implement procedures is?
R 20,000 seems to be the current cost based on a recent ruling by the FSB against Martindale Securities and Investments Pty Ltd. The ruling was for the lack of:

Business continuity plan, and
A documented risk management plan.

long standing issue to be properly addressed by clients – perhaps this ruling will give
renewed focus to their efforts – especially as the annual reports for 2013 are just around
the corner (31 May 2013).
The ruling gives no indication as to why this case was taken to the enforcement committee, which would be useful as to know if this emanated from an on-site visit, an annual
report disclosure or complaint matter would be useful details.

Circular 3 of 2013 – material irregularity reporting:
To quote from the circular:
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Section 17(1)(c) of the FAIS Act read together with section 19(4) provides that the

-

-

-

See www.fsb.co.za\Faisdep\FAISCircularsTest.html for the full circular and FAIS and
Structured Whistle Blowing to see article on Insurance Gateway on the subject.
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Our obligation in terms of these guidelines have been incorporated into our new SLA
and will certainly be an integral part of how we manage issues that arise as we monitor
and interact with our clients going forward.

Are breaches of the Binder regulations around the charging of fees
seen as material irregularities and thus will demand a report to the
FSB?
This matter was discussed at the most recent meeting of the Compliance Institute’s FAIS
Exco that sits with the FSB and the question was asked if a broker continued to charge
fees in contravention of the binder regulations was this reportable. The answer we received was, to quote from our internal note to our own staff on the matter was;

-

Once clarity has been achieved then
it seems reporting will be required.

Burial societies and stokvels
They have been exempted from the
need to obtain a FAIS licence when
behalf of their members in respect
of assistance policies i.e. funeral
policies with a limit of no more than
R18, 000.
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Latest detail on suspended and withdrawn licences
Was released during April. If you need copies of these Board Notices please submit a
request to info@associatedcompliance.co.za.

Fees for a name approval
Name approval fees with the insurance division have been increased from R316 to
R1, 200. This will apply whenever a company wishes to use the words “insure”, “assure” or “underwrite” and related terms in their business name need to obtain approval
from the insurance division BEFORE they commence any trading.

From the Financial Intelligence Centre
The FIC has just released 3 Public Compliance Communications (PCC’s) 18, 19 & 20.
They deal with;

This one has the most relevance to our client base and we will be releasing the full guidance (3a) note issued in conjunction with this to all affected clients.
-

-
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So not of much relevance to our client base.

From the FAIS Ombud
Case fees
The Ombuds office issued an announcement late in April (See www.faidombud.
co.za for full wording) advising that the R 1,000 case fees charged in terms the
Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act and Rule 9(a) of the Rules of
Proceedings of the Office of the Ombud for Financial Services Providers, once a
matter has been accepted for investigation will no longer be charged. This decision is effective 10 September 2012. If a fee was levied prior to this date it is still
due.
We are not sure how much revenue this is but it probably costs them more to collect it
than they make from it.

Fugio Financial Services
A ruling was made against this FSP and its KI over a once off lump sum 5 year investment that was to be put in place for their client which turned out was a 10 year
investment with an annual investment amount of R 1,2M. There was a second case
with identical circumstances that the Ombud dealt with together. The ruling was the
costs incurred in cancelling the investments – between the two some R 900,000 but
as this FSP no longer trading and did pay back a small amount to the two complainants one wonders where the balance will be coming from. Click here to read the full
judgement.

From the Council for Medical Schemes
A Policy Document on the requirements for and process with regard to the accreditation
of Health Care Brokers and Broker Organisations has been released – we recommend
all clients operating in the healthcare licence category obtain a copy and understand its
contents. To obtain a copy click here.
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Interesting articles we have read
Insurance Gateway
An article from one of our clients – Camargue Underwriting Managers – an article by
Madikane Ramolodi on “Using Insurance To Manage Regulatory Risk” A useful tool for
brokers in their discussions with clients. Read more.
And a summary of the latest regulatory updates published by SAIA. Click here.

FA News
FPI - selling on commission doesn’t foster professionalism. If you want some guidance
as to where commission versus fees debate is going read this. Click here to read the full
article which continues on our website.
The Moonstone Monitor of the 8 and 15 April carried a review of the discussions that
have taken place between ASISA and the FSB. These primarily look the state of commission in the long term sector but the thinking and results of the on-going discussions
will impact on short term as well. Read more ... and Read more ...
Citizen newspaper on the results of a “satisfaction” survey amongst insurers in SA.
sample is biased by the selection but interesting when that’s taken into account”. One
thought that sprang to mind after reading this is whether such research can or should be
used by a broker when making their recommendations of product provider? Read more.

Moonstone Monitor
The “Outsurance case” One of many articles on this now infamous case and the potengone to the FAIS Ombud and what were the obligations on the insurer to highlight such
an important clause within the policy. Read more ... National Treasury has also discussed this issue with the insurance industry given the very negative perceptions created
about insurers as a result of this case. Insurance companies have as a result undertaken
not to reject motor car claims on the grounds that customers do not report minor inci-
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dences (in other words incidents that are not material to the assessment of the insurance
risk). Consumers are, however, encouraged to report any material information to their
insurers in terms of the policy conditions, even if there is no intention to claim against
the policy. Where vehicle damage is concerned, this would generally include damage
above the excess or when a third party is involved. The insurance industry will also enhance its efforts to communicate with customers to ensure that customers are aware of
their rights and responsibilities.
The head of insurance at the FSB, in an interview with RiskSA stated:

-

AC comment: Brokers need to be aware of these standards and ensure clients are assisted in their understanding of their obligations.
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HOW TO DRAW A SKETCH ON AN INSURANCE CLAIM
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